This paper presents a drag-accounting system for a transonic business jet or transport airplane. It describes how to use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in combination with handbook methods to define parasite, induced, and compressibility drag components. CFD results have been generated and compared with windtunnel results. Specific comparisons are shown for liftdependent drag and compressibility drag. A CFD method is also presented to estimate the high-speed buffet boundary and compared with wind-tunnel results.
INTRODUCTION
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods have been increasingly used for the anaiysis and design of complete aircraft configurations. The majority of these computations have focused on lift and pitching-moment effects. Because of the smaller magnitude of the drag forces, discretization errors have made it difficult to resolve absolute drag to desired accuracy. Engineers have used CFD methods to estimate drag increments for limited modifications to an airplane configuration. These methods have also been utilized to make initial estimates of some components of drag for new configurations.
The early phases of an airplane program can see frequent changes to the external loft and can require relatively rapid turnaround for analysis results. This tends to force the use of CFD programs that allow the aircraft and flow field definitions to be quickly changed for new analysis. For subsonic analysis, linearpotential panel methods such as VSAERO with coupled boundary layer work well. For transonic analysis and design, the full-potential code Tranair with coupled boundary-layer routines and the Euler code SW-87 with grid-morphing software allow geometric refinements to be quickly integrated. It may even be possible to consider some Navier-Stokes codes, such as SYN-107. However, the increased time to generate solutions would delay the calculation of the many solutions required to estimate the compressible drag rise for different lift coefficients. This paper will only deal with CFD methods up to Euler complexity.
While CFD results from these types of codes may not provide the entire answer, they can be used to great advantage. CFD results, along with handbook methods and experimental databases, can be used to effectively guide a designer through the Preliminary Design and Advanced Development phases of an airplane program. This paper will start by defining a drag-accounting system for a business or transport jet airplane. It will then describe how CFD can be used in harmony with handbook methods and experimental databases to generate reasonable drag estimates. The final sections will show comparisons of computed to experimental XSUitS.
DRAG-ACCOUNTING AND ESTIMATION
The first item that must be considered, is how drag components are to be divided. While this might seem to be straightforward and well defined, a quick review of the literature shows quite a range of possibilities. In fact, the ESDU data sheet on estimation of airframe drag [l] presents ten different examples of how to accomplish the task. The differences are often subtle, but significant. For purposes of this paper, drag components will be divided in the following manner. The first division is into incompressible and compressible parts. The incompressible part reflects the drag of the configuration at speeds where the flow remains subsonic around the airplane. The compressible part of the aircraft drag is the additional drag increment of the airplane at higher speeds. The compressible drag is caused by the formation of shock waves, which grow in strength with increasing speed. Eventually, as speed increases further, these shocks grow strong enough to trigger boundary-layer separation. This separation causes a large increase in drag and flow field oscillations, which in turn defines the start of buffet. 1 (c)2000 American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics or published with permission of author(s) and/orL&&&&$'(be&i%Qorganization.
-Incompressible Drag One way to characterize the incompressible drag polar is described with the following equation. CDinc = CDo + R * (CL -CLoffset )2 where: CDmc = the incompressible drag coefficient CD, = the minimum parasite drag coefficient K = the lift-dependent drag coefficient = l/(-nARe) {AR = the wing aspect ratio, and e = the span efficiency factor) and CLoffset = the CL for minimum CD This form of the polar breaks the incompressible drag into minimum parasite and lift-dependent components.
> Parasite Drag
The parasite drag of an aircraft is composed of four parts. These are the skin friction drag on the external surface, the profile (or form) drag due to the pressure distribution normal to the surface, the interference drag caused by the effects of one configuration element on another, and the excrescence drag of gaps, antennas, and other protuberances.
-Skin Friction
The friction drag portion is due to the skin fiction generated by the flow past the surface of the configuration. Skin friction is a function of both the Reynolds number and the Mach number of the flow. The variation in total drag due to skin friction with lift coefficient is fairly small for attached-flow angles of attack. An increase in lower-surface skin friction is offset by a decrease in the upper-surface value and vice versa. Friction drag can be estimated readily in two ways.
The first is the traditional, textbook method where the exposed surface area and a characteristic length are calculated for each part of the configuration. The standard experimental correlation of flat-plate skin friction to Reynolds number can be found in the literature [2] for both laminar and turbulent flow for low-speed flows. A correction to estimate the friction values at cruise Mach numbers of interest can be found in Hoemer [3] . Using the above correlation, the amount of friction on each part of the airplane can be estimated for a given flight condition. Amounts of laminar and turbulent friction can be estimated using 2 assumed transition locations. These friction values are summed and normalized by the aircraft reference area and chord.
The second method utilizes potential-flow analysis with boundary-layer calculations on the surface. A program such as VSAERO can be used to calculate the flow around the airplane at a cruise angle of attack and given atmospheric condition. Surface streamlines are then computed on all of the components of the airframe and boundary-layer equations are calculated using the surface pressures along these streamlines. A transpiration velocity is applied to the boundary conditions at the surface and a number of iterations between the potential-flow solution and the boundarylayer analysis is done to generate a converged solution. The location of transition can be specified or calculated with this method. Skin friction is calculated along the streamlines and integrated across the surfaces of the components.
Both of these methods assume that the flow is attached for normal flight conditions. The traditional method is simplified, in that it assumes a flat plate boundary-layer development while the potential-flow method takes into account the pressure gradients aiong the surface.
Because of the variation of skin friction with Reynolds and Mach numbers, a datum condition should be chosen to generate unambiguous drag values. Typically this condition should be in the normal cruise range of the aircraft of interest. One possible condition for a business jet would be a Reynolds number of 10 million based on the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) of the wing. A Mach number of zero is convenient since the family of skin-friction curves is built on the Mach = 0.0 curve. Perturbations to other conditions could then be readily calculated.
-Profile Drag & Interference Drag
The remaining components of parasite drag (profile, interference, and excrescence) are not greatly dependent on Reynolds or Mach numbers while the flow is subsonic arormd the aircraft and remains attached to the surface. Handbook methods can be used to estimate these drag components for typical configuration elements near zero lift for the aircraft.
The profile (or form) drag of the aircraft does, however, vary with lift. The profile drag of an airfoil section can be shown to vary approximately with the square of the section lift coefficient. Similarly, wings exhibit a variation in profile drag as a function of lift coefficient squared [4] . Since the difference in profile drag from the minimum value is dependent on lift coefficient squared, this variation can be moved into the following section, which deals with lift-dependent drag.
> Lift-Dependent Drag
Lift-dependent drag is composed primarily of the vortex-induced drag caused by the wake structure of finite lifting surfaces and the above-mentioned variation in profile drag. Both of these components can be modeled as functions of lift coefficient squared. Because of this, the e value in the K term includes the effects of non-elliptic loading on vortex drag and the profile drag variation with lift.
Handbook methods utilize a number of charts to estimate this factor [S] . These charts relate induced drag to items such as the wing taper ratio, twist distribution, and design lift coefficients of the sections along the span. Again care must be taken to insure that both vortex and profile components are calculated.
Panel-method CFD tools could also be used to estimate this factor. This quickly leads into a question of how to best generate CFD drag murmbers. The two ways to calculate forces are surface integration or far-field integration.
Calculations at the surface can include both the integration of pressure and skin friction. The surfacepressure integration directly includes the effects of spanload distribution on the vortex-drag component. It also includes the variation in the profile-drag component through changes in the local pressure due to the boundary layer growth. There is no way to distinguish these two components from the surfacepressure integration, although this is not necessarily a problem. The skin friction summation is available for each analysis run and can allow a check of the assumption that it remains constant for the normal range of lift coefficients. The mechanics of the surfacepressure integration method involve analyzing the configuration for a range of angles of attack for which attached flow is expected. A parabola is then fit to the integrated-drag values as a function of aircraft lift. This method does, however, have some uncertainty due to discretization error. This is the primary point of contention against using this method.
A far-field analysis method is often suggested as an alternative that should be less susceptible to integration errors. A simple Trefftz-plane method evaluates the spanwise circulation distributions on the wake sheets, calculates the vortex-induced drag component caused by the each of these sheets, and sums the values to estimate the induced drag value for each case analyzed. This technique only estimates the vortex-drag component. One would still have to work a handbook or other empirical method to estimate the variation in profile drag in order to have a comprehensive estimate of the lift-induced drag.
Brune and Bogataj [6] described a method for calculating induced drag from wake measurements in a wind tunnel. This method includes both profile and vortex-induced drag components, but requires that the details of all three components in velocity be known in the viscous wakes. Navier-Stokes CFD codes would be capable of generating the required distributions, however, the computation times for multiple 3-D solutions would not fit within the time constraints of a typical preliminary design study. Euler, full-potential, or panel codes would not produce the required results to calculate the profile-drag component.
An example of lift-dependent drag from flight measurements is presented in Figure 1 . This data was collected on several flights from below 20,000 feet to over 40,000 feet. Note that it is' important to include the effects of Reynolds number on skin diction drag, especially for the highest-speed points (low lift.) Also note the scatter in the data which can be covered by a band of about plus or minus 10 drag counts. Compressible drag can be defined as the additional drag experienced above that expected from the incompressible (or subsonic) polar when flying at transonic speeds. The compressible drag is assumed to be zero below a threshold Mach number for lift coefficients of interest. This threshold is chosen from a review of the available data. The primary component of this drag increment is wave drag. The other main source is the change in lift-dependent drag due to changes in spanload from compressibility. These 3 Actual flight data typically has more scatter. Figure 4 shows the compressible drag increment as a function of Mach number from flight data. The symbols are used to group ranges of lift coefficient. There are some points that obviously are suspect since they lie far below the basic incompressible drag. The trends are not as clear cut here, but in general the higher lift coefficients are toward the left and the lower ones are toward the right for a given drag level. By using the Mach and lift function, the data can be collapsed as shown in figure 5 . This puts most of the data within a plus or minus 5-count scatter band. Trim drag is the remaining item needed to generate aircraft performance. Initial estimates can be made using panel-method calculations to generate horizontal tail effects. This can be done by analyzing the tail alone and building wing downwash estimates from either handbook methods or from panel-method calculation of the wing-body configuration. Another way would be to calculate the flow around the entire configuration at two or more angles of tail incidence.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES WITH WIND-TUNNEL -Configurations and Modeling
A preliminary-design-study configuration was selected for comparison in this paper. Transonic experimental data was available for this configuration. This was a business-jet configuration with the engines mounted on the aft fuselage and was without vertical or horizontal the data starts to indicate separation and the tails. accompanying non-linear behavior.
The VSAERO model had 4,978 panels. The Tranair model had 21,536 panels. These models were half models that assumed symmetry about the vertical, centerline plane. Both the VSAERO and Tranair models used a fan face surface with prescribed velocity in-flow to simulate the mass of air that passed through the nacelle. The exit plane and ring wake behind the nacelle formed a region of different potential and thus modeled exhaust flow. The surface-pressureintegration results had the fan-face and exit-plane forces removed from the final totals. The minimum drag value for the incompressible drag polar is typically not calculated from CFD. As mentioned earlier, the skin friction component can be estimated from either flat plate calculations on the various components or by boundary-layer analysis coupled with a panel method. However, the basic profile drag component, the basic interference drag component, and excrescence estimates will come from handbook calculations or wind-tunnel results. CFD estimates of these terms for the near-zero-lift condition are not reliable for the tools used in preliminary design. Navier-Stokes methods may be able to make reasonable estimates of these terms, but again they are not consistent with the time constraints in preliminary design.
(CL -CLoffset)*S The lift-dependent portion of incompressible drag can, however, be estimated with CFD at the preliminary design stage. Obviously, as wind-tunnel results become available during a development project, these new results will be compared and contrasted with the CFD ones. The lift-dependent portion of the incompressible drag polar for the study configuration is shown in figure  6 . This plot shows wind-tunnel data for repeat runs along with estimates from VSAERO and Tranair. The minimum CD values have been subtracted from all of these points, experimental from experimental and CFD from CFD. This plot clearly shows that the VSAERO far-field calculation underpredicts the amount of lift-dependent drag because it does not model the lift-dependent portion of the profile drag. The estimates of drag from the VSAERO surface-pressure integration are slightly higher than that of the experiment. The Tranair estimate of drag from surface-pressure integration is nearly identical to that of the experiment. The experimental line is fit to the data up to the point where
The compressible-drag rise for the configuration is shown in figure 7 . The wind-tunnel results show more initial drag creep than calculated with Tranair. For 15 or more counts of drag rise, the results are in good agreement. The discrepancies are in the creep region and are most pronounced at the highest lift coefficient. It appears that Tranair slightly underpredicts the effect of a relatively strong shock over a small spanwise region of the wing. This shock is near 10% of chord for the high lift cases. The magnitude of this difference is on the order of 5 counts. Next the drag-rise curve for the configuration was manipulated by using the adjusted Mach number (Mach + Kl*CI + IG?*CL~), The compressible-drag rise as a function of this adjusted Mach number is shown in figure 8 . The wind-tunnel and Tranair results collapse nicely for drag increments above about 1.5 counts. The discrepancies are still present in the creep region, but again are orJy on the order of 5 counts.
-Buffet Boundary
The Tranair code used an infinite-tapered-wing, boundary-layer calculation to estimate the flow at chordwise strips along the span of the wing [7] . These strips correspond to the surface paneling used for the force summations.
When the boundary-layer calculations indicate that the skin friction coefficient is approaching zero (< 0.0002), it switches to a pseudoinverse mode which holds a constant skin friction coefficient of 0.0002 and tries to continue the calculations on the given strip. As the boundary layer becomes further stressed from increased shock strength due to Mach number or higher lift, the boundary-layer calculation ceases to function and a forbidden solution is noted. By analyzing the configuration at several angles of attack for each of several Mach numbers, the boundary-layer behavior can be noted for the onset of pseudo-inverse and forbidden solutions. These points can then be tit with curves to define a range of Mach and lift where the start of buffet would be likely.
The pseudo-inverse warnings directly relate to a low level of skin friction on the surface. Thus this warning is tied to a physical property of the solution. It should be noted, however, that the forbidden solution warning is a failure in the mathematics of the solution and not directly tied to the physics of the flow.
With the above caveat, additional Tranair runs were made and boundary-layer characteristics on the wing were evaluated to estimate the onset of buffet. The following two figures present the buffet results. with increasing Mach number. The experimental buffet curve from the previous plot is presented as well. In addition, curves from the boundary-layer analysis in Tranair are also presented in this plot. The pseudoinverse curve represents the occurrence of more than a handful of pseudo-inverse flags (out of 20-some span stations) at chord stations behind about 60%. The forbidden solution curve represents the occurrence of more than two forbidden flags behind the 60% chord station. At low lift, the pseudo-inverse curve underpredicts the experimental value by only about 0.005 in Mach number. The experimental buffet curve pushes up to the forbidden curve at higher lift coefficients. This would not be unexpected since the full-potential method used in Tranair tends to have a larger shock growth-rate for shocks well aft on the wing than noted experimentally.
CONCLUSIONS
The method for drag accounting that has been presented allows the cruise or climb drag of a business jet or transport to be modeled with a minimum number of variables. Five variables can define the entiie stibsonic drag of the airplane including the variation of the skin friction due to Reynolds number. A fit to a single curve then can be used to calculate the additional compressible drag. This simple specification of the aircraft drag lets the aerodynamicist clearly understand and isolate the sources of drag during early phases of a development program.
Skin friction can be calculated on a configuration from boundary-layer analysis along surface streamlines. The other terms that compose the basic minimum subsonic drag of a configuration are best left to handbook methods at this point. Panel codes and other simplified CFD techniques are not accurate enough to define the basic parasite drag of a configuration. Navier-Stokes codes may be approaching the accuracy level needed for this task; however, they still require too much time to generate grids and solutions to be used in the early phases of a program where the geometry is evolving.
Lift-dependent drag, however, can be estimated Tom CFD. VSAERO estimates using surface-pressure integration are already useful for the evaluation of the relative performance of a series of design options. The surface-pressure integration of typical VSAERO runs have given values of lift-dependent drag that are slightly high. It appears that this error may be reduced if a large number of surface panels are used. The farfield drag estimate from VSAERO, however, will always underpredict the lift dependent drag since it does not directly include the variation in profile drag due to lift. If the far field result is used, a handbook method should be used to account for the changes in profile drag with lift. Tranair estimates from surfacepressure integration appear to be close to the measured values. Since surface panel density has little effect on the time for a Tranair solution, a model with a large number of panels to reduce discretization error would appear to be a good option.
Compressible drag rise can be modeled as a function of Mach number and aircraft lift coefficient (Mach + Kl*CL + K2*CL2). This method has been applied to flight data to generate a fit that contains most of the data within a scatter band of 5 counts. Constants for the lift terms have also been found for a study configuration that causes wind-tunnel data to collapse to a reasonable single curve. The same coefficients can be used to collapse CFD results to a similar single curve. There are differences in these curves; however, a conservative fit through the CFD and experimental data would cause almost all of the differences to be less than 5 colmts.
A method has also been presented to estimate the buffet boundary for a busmess Je i t configuration. Buffet at maximum speed is reasonably predicted by use of the Tranair boundary-layer analysis to determine the start of separation over a significant part of the wing. This method appears to be accurate at low lift coefficients and become conservative at higher ones. It is possible that an Euler method with an appropriate coupled boundary layer could generate better estimates across the range of lift coefficients.
SUMMARY
A method has been presented to analyze business-jet configurations for drag. It uses a combination of handbook and CFD methods to calculate drag for the attached flow cases typical of climb and cruise. In addition, a CFD method for predicting the onset of compressible buffet has been presented. All of these tools can be used in a preliminary-design setting with current computer power and allow answers for design changes to be calculated in days rather than in weeks or more.
